FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

PONY CANYON Announces 
Rokka Braves of the Six Flowers
Special Live Stream Event 03 Details

TOKYO, JAPAN – April 26, 2016  Audiovisual entertainment company PONY CANYON is
pleased to announce our third and final live stream event for R
okka Braves of the Six
Flowers
! Purchasers of 
Rokka Braves of the Six Flowers C
ollector’s Edition 03 are invited
to join 
Rokka Braves of the Six Flowers
Director Takeo Takahashi
,
Assistant Director
Hijiri Sanpei
,
and 

Producer Tatsuya Ishiguro
for a special live stream event on M
ay 09,
2016
at 7 PM PDT/10 PM EDT (10th at 11 AM JST)!
This is a rare chance for fans to communicate directly with key members of staff in the
animation industry. The director, assistant director, and producer of TV anime series 
Rokka
Braves of the Six Flowers
will be answering fan questions live about the anime, their work,
and more.
Registration
Use the link or QR code found in your Collector’s Edition to submit your registration.
Deadline to register: 
May 02, 2016
Important Notifications
※Please keep in mind that we will not be able to answer every single question, but we will
do our best to include as many as we can.
※We will be sending out the schedule and specific details about how to access the live
stream at a later date, so please make sure fill out the registration form as soon as possible
but absolutely before the deadline.
※In order to ensure you receive the information we send about upcoming events, please
make sure you can receive emails from "@ponycanyon.co.jp", "@pcent.jp", and
"@ponymail.jp" just in case.
Rokka Braves of the Six Flowers
is the new hit anime series from Passione, a beautifully
realized thrilling mystery show. Collector’s Edition 01, 02, and 03 are available on R
ightStuf
.

Takeo
Takahashi 

is talented animation director famed for directing works such as “Rokka
Braves of the Six Flowers”, “MAOYU  Archenemy & Hero”, and the beloved tale of
economics and intrigue, “Spice and Wolf”. His most recent work “Rokka Braves of the Six
Flowers” adapted a mystery novel layered in an adventure story into a brilliant
genrebending roller coaster.

Hijiri Sanpei 
frequently serves as an assistant director or episode director for many anime
series, elevating them with his distinct flare. He was the assistant director for works including
“Rokka Braves of the Six Flowers”, and “MAOYU – Archenemy & Hero”, and an episode
director for “Spice and Wolf II”, and “Rail Wars!”.

Tatsuya Ishiguro
is a producer for Pony Canyon, having worked on a variety of unique,
striking anime series. He served as producer for works such as the recent mystery
adventure “Rokka Braves of the Six Flowers”, “Spice and Wolf”, “MAOYU – Archenemy &
Hero”, “Squid Girl”, “Rail Wars!”, and “BenTo”.

About 
Rokka Braves of the Six Flowers
The New Hit Fantasy Mystery Series!

Legend says, when the Demon God awakens from the deepest of darkness, the Goddess of
Fate will summon Six Braves and grant them with the power to save the world. Adlet, who
claims to be the strongest man in the world, is chosen as one of the “Braves of the Six
Flowers,” and sets out on a battle to prevent the resurrection of the Demon God. However, it
turns out that there are Seven Braves who gathered at the promised land...
The Seven Braves notice there must be one enemy among themselves, and feelings of
suspicion toward each other spreads throughout the group, with Adlet being the one who
gets suspected first and foremost.
Thus begins an overwhelming fantasy adventure that brings upon mystery after mystery!
Find The Imposter, Defeat The Demon God, Save The World!

About PONY CANYON INC.
PONY CANYON INC. celebrating its 50th anniversary next year and has been dedicating
itself to the development and nurture of varied types of entertainment software including
production, manufacture, and distribution of diverse packaged software, as well as digital
distribution services focusing on entertainment. One of the biggest producers/distributors of
Blurays and DVDs in Japan, PONY CANYON has been involved in the production of many
hit anime titles including 
Attack on Titan,
Fairy Tail,
KOn
, and 
Free!
Visit 
www.ponycan.us
for additional information.
PONYCAN US official Twitter account: @
PONYCANUSA
PONYCAN US official Facebook page: f
acebook.com/PonycanUSA
PONYCAN US contact email address: c
ontact@ponymail.jp

